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PROBLEMS OF ROMANIAN ECONOMY EVOLUTION
UNDER THE CONDTIONS OF ACTUAL WORLD CRISIS
Marius BĂCESCU1, Mihail CĂRUŢAŞU2
Abstract. This paper tries to forecast several aspects of Romanian economy future,
starting from world financial crisis initiated by those who run international bank and
financial system. The author considers that future of our economy should be thought in a
systemic vision, taking into account the economy as a complex and dynamic cybernetic
system, with self regulation, for which objectives should be set up regarding both its
structure and functionality as well as its behavior.
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1. World financial crisis and Romanian economy crisis
Future of Romania, under actual conditions, should be regarded through the
world financial crisis. Several voices state that this crisis was initiated at order
by world „Elite”. The proof that guilty are those who run the bank and
monetary system is that at the beginning of 2009, Americans had a lot of
debts, USA national debt exceeding 10.000 billion USD, this being reflected
by electronic outline of New York, which warn the Americans over the debt
degree of their country.
Those who run the world try continuously to persuade mankind that the
only solution to set up and keep the „world peace” is to create the world new
order, unifying all the world superpowers. Indeed, the world new order means
several plans of population massive reduction, democracy elimination and
destruction of the nations sovereignty. These plans are kept secret and are
gradually implemented, while population is greatly misinformed, in the media,
because if it is openly announced, it would generate certainly violence and
protests at international level.
At present, number of countries asking for helping funds is higher and
higher, starting with those from Eastern Europe, to those from Latin America,
Africa and Asia. Financial need of these countries reached over 600 billion
USD, which would exceed the IMF possibilities and would impose to rise
taxes of deposits for those 185 member states. Therefore, the solution to
establish the world new order, to solve actual economic crisis, is in fact, t o
settle a financial dictatorship. Thus it is outlined the solution to create an
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